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Point Of  View  

Remarkable 

By Tom Wahlquist, Partner 

I knew that I wanted to work with the 

team at Walpole just a few minutes 

into my interview.  Over a casual 

lunch at Fresco’s in 5 Points Plaza, I was responding to 

questions about my training and experience with ac-

counting software. Kirk sat back, and said, “I can see that 

you’d make a huge impact for our clients’ businesses”.  I 

didn’t quite understand.  What kind of impact could  I 

have by troubleshooting software bugs?   

The long drive back to Orange County never went by so 

fast.  I couldn’t stop thinking about what Kirk meant.  I 

thought a job at Walpole was just my ticket to move 

back to Santa Barbara and at age 24 I wasn’t considering 

an actual career. A few weeks into the new job I figured 

out what Kirk meant.  

Walpole had a different approach to selling and imple-

menting accounting software. Actually this applies to all 

facets of the business including individual tax consulta-

tions.  I quickly realized that Walpole didn’t stick to the 

manual when working with clients. The real value we 

provide comes from taking the time to get to know the 

people, processes, and where the real opportunity lies to 

implement a solution that will thoughtfully serve them.  

I also learned that you need to be smart enough to iden-

tify problems where software isn’t the solution.  A big 

part of our job is to help our clients understand the   

difference between a software problem or a people 

problem.  The same can be said for the Financial Plan-

ning and Tax professionals here.  Building the relation-

ship is far more important than giving a sales pitch.   
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Focusing on Our Clients Focusing on our Clients 
Santa Barbara Equine Assistance & Evac Team   

Kathy O’Connor, President  

 By Anita Peca, CPA, PFS 
 

Santa Barbara Equine Assistance and Evacuation Team 

Inc.(SBEAE) is a nonprofit organization that assists all 

Santa Barbara County emergency responding agencies and large animal owners 

in the evacuation, temporary care and sheltering of large animals in times of fire, 

flood, earthquake and other disasters. Walpole & Co. provides tax preparation 

and ongoing tax planning services to this organization. Kathy O’Connor, the 

current president of SBEAE shared with us the beginnings and background of 

this important local organization.  
 

On June 27th, 1990 Clark Becksted, a well-known horseman and Santa Barbara 

farrier cut the entry gate lock to the Earl Warren showgrounds.  The Painted 

Cave fire had just broken out and was racing down the hillside toward a number 

of neighborhoods and horse properties.  Clark grasped that this situation was 

quickly turning into a full-blown animal rescue emergency and that it would    

require immediate access to the protective stalls at Earl Warren.  His quick  

decision and bold action resulted in a procession of grateful animal owners     

entering the grounds through the night and 

over the next few days.   

By the next morning, Earl Warren had 

grown into a rallying point for both  fire 

crews and animal rescue volunteers; includ-

ing Clark Becksted, Kathy O’Connor, Bev 

McCurdy, Barbara Wolf and a respected Veterinarian, Dr. Dick Mansmann, 

who was tending to the injured animals. Over the next five days, the show-

grounds would house and feed over 350 horses and many other animals.  

The Painted Cave fire was not without suffering and loss:  The fire burned  

5,000 acres, destroyed 427 buildings, resulted in two deaths and the loss of 

wildlife and domestic animals.  Tragically a number of horse owners lost their 

animals including one Arabian horse ranch that lost 30 horses.  When the fire 

struck, the owners were actually at home, sitting down for dinner when they 

looked out the kitchen window and saw the flames coming down directly at 

them. This fire was moving fast.              
(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 2) 
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Point of View (continued from page 1) 

 

Understanding the client by asking strategic questions gives us useful information and helps us provide meaningful solutions.  

At a recent conference a speaker asked the group if our firm was remarkable.  He continued,  

“If you look up the definition of the word remarkable, you’ll find: “worth noticing or commenting on.”  That’s a good standard for 

your firm.  What’s different enough about what you do that’s worth noticing or commenting on?” 

The room became uncomfortable with silence and folks staring at the floor.  There were only a few of us with our heads held high and I 

smiled thinking about our team here at Walpole.  I believe we are a remarkable group and I am proud to be a part of this firm.  We are 

more concerned with the outcomes our customers seek rather than our own. Peter Drucker said it best, “Profit is not the purpose of a 

company but rather a test of its validity”.  

Focusing on our Clients (continued from page 1) 

They went out, and opened the barn doors to release the horses out, but the horses ran back into the barn stalls, looking for the safety 

of their home.  There was not enough time, nor personnel, nor trailers on site to manage the evacuation.   

In addition to the sheltering activities at Earl Warren, the volunteers were able to find alternative facilities and care for horses that   

were injured and burned in the fire.  They also worked on a personal level with people who had lost horses or other livestock.  Kathy 

O’Connor said she didn’t think the rescue and sheltering efforts would have been nearly so successful if it had not been for the outpour-

ing of community outreach provided by an innumerable number of volunteers, local animal supply businesses, restaurants, professional 

staff, the Earl Warren Showgrounds staff and the fire department.   

The Painted Cave Fire had demonstrated a critical need for coordinated, emergency rescue efforts and it was in fact the impetus for the 

creation of the Santa Barbara Equine Assistance and Evac organization (SBEAE), as a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization.  It was during 

this event and shortly afterwards that these people banded together including Clark Becksted, Dr. Mansmann, Bev McCurdy, Barbara 

Wolf, Pam Webber, Kathy O’Connor.  Not long after, Don Hathaway, then the battalion fire chief in Montecito (along with other fire 

captains) joined the organization, along with Gene Granaroli who shared his expertise in trailering and radio communication equip-

ment, and Tim Collins developed a working relationship with the Humane Society.  

Since the early days, the SBEAE has developed an MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) with the County’s Office of Emergency  

Services.  It is this Office of Emergency Services, which maintains the operational documentation as to exactly when and how the     

SBEAE gets activated during an emergency.   

More recently in December of 2017, when the Thomas Fire and the following debris 

flow hit the community of Montecito, the Santa Barbara community and the SBEAE 

group received national attention.  At that time, it was the largest fire in California his-

tory. It burned 281,893 acres, destroyed at least 1,063 structures while damaging 280 

others.  Again, the Earl Warren showgrounds became the command and control center 

for both fire and animal rescue efforts. Volunteers worked tirelessly, typically put in 12-

14 hour days including sleep-overs in the mobile Evacuation Office trailer. Local and 

even not-so-local people and organizations were extremely generous, some donating 

truckloads of hay, bagged grain, blankets, halters and other supplies from as far as Neva-

da.  As Kathy O’Connor said, “It was really amazing to see and to be a part of these rescue incidents”. The La Cumbre feed store 

brought feed for the animals, bedding, supplies and safety equipment and local restaurants helped sustain all the volunteers and staff.   

There were many generous financial donations, which helped to purchase and update much needed equipment. 
(Continued on page 3) 
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Focusing on our Clients (continued from page 2) 

The SBEAE board places a high priority on progressive equipment and horse care training, and between fire events,  the organization 

proactively conducts training activities. Recently they hosted a training session with Dr. Madigan from UC Davis veterinary school.  He 

and his son developed a very efficient Loop System to aid in the extraction of horses from either a natural ensnarement and/or from an 

immobilized/damaged trailer.    

The Montecito fire department hosts a “trailer cut up” where they take an old, retired trailer, turn it on its side, insert one of the fake 

horses into it and then, with the help of the fire department and a veterinarian, the volunteer trainees work out of the situation. This is 

a near life-like simulation as the participants are required to wear appropriate safety equipment before actually starting in on the cut up. 

An essential element of these cut-up training events is spending some time learning how best to handle and trailer a sedated animal.     

Today the SBEAE maintains a volunteer roster, who are all sworn in to the organization.  Each 

volunteer is required to participate in introductory training, as well as on-going training programs 

in basic animal care, recovery and trailering techniques.   

Earl Warren showgrounds is the official home of the Santa Barbara Equine Assistance and Evacua-

tion group. Recently the group has been working with the showgrounds on a renovation project 

to make the showgrounds available to the community and for SBEAE when needed.  Special 

thanks to the staff at Earl Warren Showgrounds who have contributed greatly to the ongoing mis-

sion of this nonprofit.  

Tammy Thompson, the Treasurer, said, “Working with the Walpole team has been invaluable.  

They are always available to help answer very time sensitive and complex questions for us, as well 

as prepare our yearly tax returns and proactively help us with ongoing planning”.  

Whenever we speak with people about their experiences with wildfire evacuations in our Santa 

Barbara area, the fact that so many people come together and work together to do the right thing is a common theme.  The stories are 

as amazing as the people.  We are fortunate to have such a dedicated group of volunteers reaching out into our community when we 

need them.   

Read More about Santa Barbara Equine Assistance & Evac Team efforts here: https://www.sbequineevac.org/press/ 

https://www.sbequineevac.org/press/
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Tax Updates 
By Jason Portner, CPA, MST 

 

Currently congress and President Biden are negotiating a large tax plan, however the negotiations have lasted for 

months and we still do not know what the final plan will look like.  The end of the year is approaching which will 

increase the pressure to get the plan finalized and voted on.  Despite this there have been two laws passed already 

in 2021 that have modified  tax rules. 

Highlights of the 2021 tax related items in the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021: 

The forgiveness of the Paycheck Protection Program loans issued to businesses in the wake of the global pandemic were not taxable and 

that any business expenses paid with the loans were also tax deductible. 

Highlights of the 2021 tax related items in the American Rescue Plan Act: 

A third round of Economic Impact Payments (Stimulus) were issued in the amount of $1,400 per person and dependent with no age 

limit on the dependent.  This is subject to income phase out for higher income tax payers. 

Expanded Child Tax Credit and increased amount to $3,000 per child under 18 and $3,600 per child under 6.  The IRS has already 

begun sending out monthly advances on this credit in the amount of 50% of the credit over the last six months in 2021.  This is subject 

to income phase out for higher income tax payers. 

Expanded and increased Child and Dependent Care Credit eligible expense amount to $8,000 for one child and $16,000 for two or 

more children.  The credit is now refundable and the percentage of the expenses used to calculate the credit has increased significantly.  

This is subject to income phase out for higher income tax payers. 

The Premium Tax Credit available for taxpayers who obtain their health insurance on the government run exchange has been increased.  

Taxpayers who have received unemployment in 2021 may be able to qualify for larger Premium Tax Credits.  This is subject to income 

phase out for higher income tax payers. 

Student Loan Debt cancellation or discharges are not taxable after 2020 and before 2026. 
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ESTATE PLANNING:  The Changing Landscape 

By Diana Lewis, CPA 

Tax policy reflects the current political environment of our society and our lawmakers are more closely     

scrutinizing the realm of Estate & Trusts.  There is a strong trend that the wealthy have not and need to pay 

more of their fair share of tax.  While legislators continue to talk, propose, change and circle back, we can use 

the churning environment to see if there is more that can be done to insure your estate and heirs are maximizing wealth transfers.  

The old adage “Use it  or Lose It” may very well be the case with the current estate planning toolbox. 

What are some of the major tools that could be swept away by tax law changes?  Here are some of the major and most commonly 

used by estate planners over the years that have made President Biden and other lawmakers’ recent top agendas: 

Individual Lifetime Estate & Gift tax Exemption.  The most likely result would be to cut this in two, from a current year 

$11,700,000 to roughly $6,000,000 adjusted for inflation.  The result would be more and more estates will be subject to the current 

40% estate tax, and gifting could incur current gift taxes due. 

Grantor Trusts.  Policymakers are singling out trusts as one of the major ways the wealthy tuck away their wealth in general.  (Of 

course, there are also many non-tax reasons people create trusts such as asset protection, special needs, etc.)  The assets of a Grantor Trust typical-

ly are not included in the grantor’s estate.  Changes proposed would cause inclusion in an estate, tax the sale of assets to Grantor 

Trusts known as “IDGT’s” (Intentionally Defective Grantor Trusts) and be the death knell of GRATs (Grantor Retained Annuity 

Trusts) as well.  Another trust, the “QPRT” (Qualified Personal Residence Trust), that provides planning to remove the family home 

from an estate, could go the way of the dinosaurs.  Another type of trust, the “ILIT”, (Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust), would also be 

interesting in that prior and after the effective date contributions would need to be treated differently. 

Valuation Discounts.  Discounts for a lack of being able to sell and market minority-owned assets currently assist greatly in reduc-

ing one’s taxable estate and gifting values.  New proposals would eliminate this benefit except for strict business assets.  This would 

affect for instance any discount for passive investments such as a minority ownership in a limited partnership. 

Step-Up in Basis Elimination.  This radical change would be reminiscent of the 2010 one-year elimination of the Estate tax we 

had in the law with a “carry-over basis” rule. It would eliminate the step-up in basis received for gains of $1 million or more ($2 mil-

lion for a married couple).   

Trust Taxation Friendly States.  More scrutiny will be given to those trusts in the top trust-friendly states, which are Alaska, 

Delaware, Florida, Nevada, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Tennessee and Wyoming. 

Tax, taxes & more tax.  A non-grantor trust’s taxable income would be subject to the highest tax rate of 39.6% once it is over 

$12,500.  To put into perspective, this rate is not reached until a married individual filing jointly exceeds $450,000.  Another pro-

posal is that modified adjusted gross income above $100,000 of a non-grantor trust will be subject to a surcharge of 3%.  This could 

cause trusts to be subject to a 46.4% tax rate. 

There is a lot that could happen in the future but there still may be plenty of time to take advantage of current estate planning      

techniques.  There are historically more often than not, grandfathering rules, which allow continued treatment under the old laws for 

existing gifts and trusts.  

Now is the time to make those gifts, fund the trusts, using the larger estate/gift tax exemption available.  Don’t ignore the ability to 

file a 706 estate tax return in order to take full advantage of the 1st spouse to die’s estate tax exemption, now at all-time highs.  Take 

advantage of the available valuation discounts by funding interests in LLC’s and Partnerships and allowing time to do them correctly 

with the assistance of knowledgeable legal experts.  In addition, experts advise taking advantage of the Installment Sales to Defective 

Grantor Trusts while this effective technique is still available.  

We can help you to vet out your situation and offer guidance so please do not hesitate to contact us for assistance! 
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Getting an Audit for Your Nonprofit 
 

By Mark Jackson,  CPA 
 

 You want to demonstrate your commitment to financial transparency and so, by publishing an independent audit 

report on your website and providing the report to anyone who requests it, you will be giving assurance to       

the public that your financial practices not only meet state and federal legal requirements, but also  demonstrate   

accountability and respect for donors. You can therefore inspire public confidence and achieve more successful fundraising programs overall 

for your organization. 

Many public and private foundations, as well as other funders, require charitable nonprofits to submit audited financial statements to be 

eligible for funding. Budgets can help predict your nonprofit organization's financial future, but only a proper set of audited financial state-

ments can paint a clear picture of your organization’s financial health.  

In an audit, the CPA expresses an opinion as to the legitimacy and completeness of financial statements, resulting from test procedures and 

an evaluation of your internal controls. The auditor’s report provided by the CPA upon completion of the audit gives an opinion on wheth-

er the financial statements present fairly in all material respects, the financial position and the results of operations of your organization in 

conformity with generally accepted accounting procedures (GAAP) — the common set of accounting principles, standards and procedures 

used to prepare financial statements and footnotes.  

Such charity watchdogs as CharityWatch, Charities Review Council, and Charity Navigator take into consideration whether a charitable 

organization has an annual independent audit when they do their ratings. To exercise their due diligence, your top management committee 

or Board of Directors may want the assurance offered by an independent audit that the financial statements are free of   material misstate-

ments. 

Additionally, nonprofits that operate in California that have gross revenues of $2 million or more must prepare GAAP-based annual finan-

cial statements audited by an independent CPA under the Nonprofit Integrity Act of 2004. This requirement is applicable to California 

charitable corporations, unincorporated associations and trustees that are required to register and file reports with the  Attorney General.  

The Act also requires the aforementioned organizations with gross revenues of $2 million or more to establish and maintain an audit com-

mittee in order to ensure that guidelines with respect to annual financial statements are followed and that audited financial statements are 

made available to the public in a timely fashion. 
 

Getting Started 

If your organization isn’t required to have an audit, but you feel one is necessary, a first step is to decide who in the organization will over-

see the audit process. The Board should be involved in making this decision and also make itself available to communicate with the auditor 

as they are the individuals in the nonprofit charged with its governance. An Executive Director, Treasurer, or other manager could oversee 

the work and assist in providing the auditor with the documentation and answers to its inquiries, but the Board should be available to direct-

ly communicate with the auditor whether it be through an audit committee or with the full Board directly. 

If your organization is required to prepare audited financial statements if it has surpassed the $2 million gross revenue threshold, you should 

first ensure that an audit committee is created before seeking to engage an auditor. As a general rule the audit committee should not be in-

volved in the organization’s daily accounting function, and cannot include the President, CEO, Treasurer, or CFO of the organization as its 

members.  The main objective of the audit committee is to make recommendations on the appointment and compensation of the auditor, 

review the draft financial statements including related reports, evaluate the adequacy of the audit, and establish a clear and well-defined 

chain of communication between the Board and the auditor. 

In selecting an audit firm, it makes sense to choose one that has experience and knowledge in performing audits for charitable nonprofits. 

They should also be able to demonstrate their expertise through references to other nonprofit audits they have performed,  

(Continued on page 7) 
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It’s Tuesday, or is it? 

By  Anita Peca, CPA/PFS  
 

On the first day of fourth grade, our teacher Mrs. Lee made a mistake while writing on the blackboard.   

She wrote  it was Tuesday instead of Monday.  My fellow students and I were all surprised when it was    

perfectly obvious that it was Monday and the first day of school.  The students were exchanging puzzled 

glances trying to get confirmation that this was different and not okay.  Several children raised their hand with the same question.  

She called on Pete, “Mrs. Lee you have written the wrong day on the blackboard – it’s Monday not Tuesday”, to which she respond-

ed, “Right you are Pete, and I like how you were paying close attention - please go to recess 10 minutes  early”.  The rest of the class 

kept their eyes pinned on the blackboard praying for another mistake, and she did not disappoint 

as a few more fortunate students went to recess early that day.  So it went as we progressed 

through the school year, my classmates and I would “discover mistakes” which were always re-

warded.  According to Mrs. Lee, the important lesson here was in the discovery, not with the 

mistake itself.  She called it “having her back”.  

 

Years went by, and I decided to study to be an elementary school teacher myself.  Much to my 

surprise, I was assigned to Mrs. Lee’s classroom as her teacher’s aide.  On our first joint day in 

the classroom, I asked her about those mistake lessons she had taught us earlier - she smiled 

knowingly.   She explained to me “when teaching children curiosity is your key ally, and if there is one thing that always captures a 

child’s curiosity it is an adult making a mistake – even more so when that adult happens to be your teacher or your parent.  You have 

a child’s undivided interest when their curiosity is aroused and you must use it wisely”.   

 

When talking with our financial planning and tax clients about their first experiences of handling or receiving money, I am impressed 

by the number of stories that our clients remember, “like it was yesterday”.  They especially recall their first bad experience with 

money or observing a parent’s or sibling’s poor management of a money situation - the memory lingers very strongly.  Whether they 

are your mistakes or belong to somebody else, money mistakes can’t be swept under the rug no matter how hard you try – nor can 

the curiosity you aroused.  Please consider using those “money mistake moments” as a spontaneous opportunity to teach family mem-

bers about a different way to handle a money situation and ask for their advice or thoughts about it.  As Mrs. Lee taught her students, 

the important lesson is in the discovery, not the mistake itself.   

 

Getting an Audit for Your Nonprofit (continued from page 6) 

 

especially if those nonprofits are similar in size and complexity to your own. Before meeting with the candidates, check their  references, 
and do research online to help narrow your search. 

The engagement time budget varies depending on the size and complexity of your organization. The best approach is for you to   discuss this 
with the candidates and obtain fee estimates from each for you to compare. While you might think going with the lowest bid will help save 
your organization money, it might not result in the best overall audit experience. Your organization is investing a great deal of time and 
resources in conducting an audit so make sure your auditors have the experience to not only provide you with their opinion on your finan-
cial statements, but also are willing to provide thoughtful and practical advice as it pertains to your organization’s internal controls including 
proactive improvements. This is something that Walpole & Co., LLP offers to all of its audit clients.  

If you are interested in an audit for your nonprofit organization and would like to learn more, we encourage you to contact us for more 
information. 
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                Your identity - It’s who you are.   

                But could it belong to someone else? 
                                By  Marites Blair 

                 The cyber world has brought an abundance of benefits and conveniences to our lives. But it has also opened up 

tremendous opportunity for criminals and fraudsters to commit crimes, including identity theft.  

Financial losses caused by cybercrime are on a steep and steady incline.  This year, the cost of cybercrime will reach $6 trillion,    

representing the greatest transfer of economic wealth.  People living in the United States continue to be the most frequent target and 

incur the most financial loss, falling victim to fraudsters both domestic and international. 

Unlike the markets, this threat is predictable and in many situations we have the power to prevent it – YOU are your own best    

defense. 

Last month, Walpole Financial hosted a virtual client event on Cybercrime, providing practical ways of recognizing cyber threats and 

the knowledge needed to take control over your personal information in the digital age.  If you missed this informative event, please 

visit https://rb.gy/pny5ax to view the recording.   

The prime question is: What can you do to make your attack surface smaller and reduce the chances of becoming a victim? 

Do a credit freeze for yourself. And if you have kids, do it for them, too. A credit freeze will prevent a cybercriminal from 

opening a new credit in your name, which is one of the most common things they will do if they get your social security number. 

Beware of social engineering!  Think before you click on a link, respond to a text, or give out any private information on a 

phone call. Social engineering attempts can exploit the leveraging of human emotions with an urgency to act, consequently tricking 

us into giving information we normally would not share.   

Tax season is a favorite of the fraudsters. Remember the IRS will not call, text, or email you. Even if you have an issue with 

your taxes, the IRS will not threaten or bully you. If you ever have a question or receive something that does not sound right, contact 

the IRS directly through their official website or contact your CPA. 

Keep your PCs and smart phones updated. These updates are often sent out to fix a vulnerability, so the longer you delay run-

ning that update, the longer that vulnerability exists on your device. However, also be wary of fake updates: 

Software updates that appear as pop-ups 

Alerts that you have downloaded a virus 

Emails with links to update software 

Most software updates are going to run automatically without requiring action. However, if you are prompted for an update and not 

sure if it is real, the best way to confirm is by going to the actual source and running the update from there – i.e. go to Microsoft.com 

if you want to run a Microsoft update. 

Follow password best practices. Using the same password multiple times or creating simple ones does make passwords easier to 

remember, but it also puts you at much greater risk to have your passwords stolen. Create passwords that are phrases of things mem-

orable to you. Also, consider using a password manager so you can securely store all your passwords and not have to remember 

them. 

Use two-factor authentication. This is especially important for your accounts to banks, financial institutions, and social  media. 

Two-factor authentication requires someone to not just have your password but also to have your phone to receive a code confirming 

it is you. This makes it much less likely you will be hacked.   

For more information, please contact Walpole Financial Advisors at 805-845-6587 or email us at Info@walpoleadvisors.com  

https://rb.gy/pny5ax
mailto:Info@walpoleadvisors.com
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Can You Integrate Mobility Into Manufacturing? 
By Tom Wahlquist, Partner  

In the manufacturing world, productivity is measured in seconds, so workers need to analyze information in real 

time and solve critical challenges at a moment’s notice. The speed of decision-making is essential to success. 

Using purpose-built, rugged mobile devices; integrated barcode scanners; dimensioning and thermal imaging cameras; and multimode 

mobile connectivity for instant data capture and sharing offers manufacturers increased efficiency, maximizing output and sharpening 

their competitive edge. 

In warehouses, barcoding with mobile and wireless technology automates order-picking processes to get a closer-to-perfect order  

status. Voice instructions from handheld devices also display a picture of the item being picked. The employee grabs and scans the 

item’s barcode and the mobile device sends a confirmation that the correct item was chosen. 

Customers want their orders faster than ever -  right down to tubes of ChapStick. With the next competitor literally one click away, 

you have to manage orders, shipments and returns as quickly and accurately as possible, all while staying both productive and profitable. 

In creating mobile applications that scale across 

distribution networks and sharing information 

on the shop floor, you can see a sharp decrease 

in paperwork and the need for transcriptions. 

Shippers can gain quick and easy access to prod-

uct identification and provide full traceability, 

while complying with current regulations and 

combating counterfeiting. 

With the world’s supply chains becoming more 

interconnected, mobile technology can help 

you manage complex systems, letting you do 

more with less to improve your overall em-

ployee and customer relationships — a must for continual growth, added value and customer satisfaction. 

Accountants can oversee the information coming into the systems to make sure your business has sound internal controls, so you’ll be 

able to trust the transactions and data coming out of the system. To support the internal control environment, all automated controls 

and checks can be built into the system. 

Your CPA can become more of a business adviser and consultant, sifting through the information to see the quantities passing through 

each step and when they arrive in stores. Nonfinancial information can be pulled in — validations on purchase orders or on invoices, 

write-offs, and detection of fraud. 

With so much data in mobile devices, your accountant can help you secure production and distribution channels by treating every sen-

sor, real-time device, employee, and company phone, tablet and laptop as a security threat. It’s important for you to establish a zero-

trust approach — always verifying. You can grant access to trusted customers and distributors while detecting and remediating threats 

on any device. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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Jennifer Speece,  Firm Administrator/Controller — Jennifer holds a Master's Degree in Business Administra-

tion. Prior to working for Walpole, she was a Chief Financial Officer for a manufacturing company in Goleta. In her 

spare time she enjoys spending time with her wonderful husband. Personal life quote “It is easier for most people to be 

blind, than to truly see.” I choose to see. 

Jorge Guzman,  Staff Accountant — Born and raised in Santa Maria, Jorge is a recent graduate from Cal Poly San 
Luis Obispo with a degree in business administration in accounting. In his spare time he enjoys playing soccer, watch-
ing movies, and traveling. 

What an interesting year it has been!   
 

Walpole is excited to introduce these great additions to our team.   

Luke Larsen,  Staff Accountant —  Born and raised in SB and graduated from Cal Poly with a degree in business with 

a focus in accounting in 2020. Worked with the VITA tax clinic in senior year and is planning on completing the CPA 

exams in short order. Enjoys playing pickle ball, snowboarding, and watching movies.  

Mario Galliano,  Sage Consultant — Prior to being recruited to the Walpole team, Mario ran  his own outsourced 
IT and Business Systems Administration company. Through working with client’s needs, he was introduced to Walpole 
and with promises of grade A coffee, one thing lead to another and he was recruited to join the Walpole family. After 
hours Mario usually can be found out in the surrounding areas of his home town doing amateur night sky photography, or 
enjoying a good motorcycle excursion. 

Lisa Canales, Staff Accountant  —  Born and raised in Santa Barbara, Lisa is a proud native.  She recently graduated 

from Cal Lutheran University with an Accounting degree. She has experience with business administration and 

bookkeeping as well. When Lisa has spare time, she enjoys working out, hiking and cooking.  

 

Kari McCluskey,  Administrative Assistant —   Kari joins us with experience from the medical field in Patient  
Services and Operations. Kari previously managed multiple restaurants in the Santa Barbara area before shifting into   
Operations. In her spare time she enjoys spending time with her family, photography and the outdoors.  

 

 

In light of the pandemic we are encouraging virtual and teleconference appointments.    
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Team Talk (continued from page 10) 

We are thrilled to inform you that Roger Elmerick and Jeff Restivo have moved their business, Santa Barbara Accountants, to       
Walpole & Co!  They brought their Staff Accountant, David Kim with them as well. They will have our entire group of expertise 

(including our IT consultants and wealth management advisors) to add to the outstanding services they already provide their clients.  

Roger, Jeff, and David!, welcome to Walpole! 

Jeff Restivo,  CPA — Prior to joining Walpole, Jeff ran his private accounting practice in Santa Barbara for ten 
years. Before that, he worked at two large local CPA firms. His focus was mainly on small business, tax planning and 
tax preparation. He has further experience as a financial analyst and as an accounting specialist. Jeff and his family are 
firmly rooted in Santa Barbara. Outside of his busy work schedule, Jeff enjoys spending time with his family, fishing 
with his daughter and training Ju Jitsu. 

Roger Elmerick CPA —  Roger is a Santa Barbara area native and started and operated his practice for the past 20+ 
years, providing tax and planning services for local businesses and individuals alike. He also provided CFO services for 
several businesses in the restaurant and grocery industry. In his free time Roger enjoys spending time with his family 
and taking in the outdoors through bike rides and various gardening projects.  

 

David Kim,  Staff Accountant —  David traded in the 100 degree summers of Davis, CA for the near perfect 
weather of Santa Barbara here when moving for college and has been in town ever since. David believes that it is never 
a bad time to try new things and will likely solicit you to play tennis/pickleball, go snowboarding or ask about your 
favorite foods/places to eat in town.  

Can You Integrate Mobility Into Manufacturing?   (Continued form page 9) 

Integrated internal controls enable companies to make much more efficient use of time while increasing accuracy of data, allowing for   
quicker decision-making on real-time information. 

On the factory floor, mobile devices give employees access to data — from logistics to order fulfillment. Mobile technology enables finding 
stock easier and faster. Employees can identify problems more quickly and take action to solve them. 

Smart factory initiatives improve shop-floor productivity to achieve cost, growth and profit goals. Using analytics, mobility, real-time moni-
toring, manufacturing execution systems, security, and smart, self-diagnosing production machines means you’ve got lots of balls in the air. 

But, by designing mobility into everyday work processes as a natural evolution, you’ll be bringing more accuracy and speed to tasks. These 
efforts are often driven by demand for on-time or faster shipments, labor cost reductions, perfect order rates, improved storage utilization, 
and lower cost of errors. Companies that embrace this integration of mobile solutions are working to operate profitably and keep customers 
happy. 



MARK YOUR TAX CALENDARS 2022 

  

MARCH 15TH – Calendar year 2021 Pass Through Entities income tax 
filings due  

APRIL 15TH – Individual and calendar year 2021 Corporate income tax 
          filings due 

APRIL 15TH – 1ST Estimate due for 2022 Income Taxes  

MAY 2ND – 1ST quarter 2022 payroll tax reports due 

 JUNE 15TH – 2ND Estimate due for 2022 income taxes 

 AUGUST 1ST – 2ND quarter 2022 payroll tax reports due 

 SEPTEMBER 15TH – 3RD Estimate due for 2022 income taxes  

 OCTOBER 31ST  – 3RD quarter 2022 payroll tax reports due 

 DECEMBER 10TH – Real Property taxes installment due 

 DECEMBER 15TH – 4TH Estimate due for 2022 Corporate income taxes 

 JANUARY 16TH  2023– 4TH Estimate due for 2022 Individual income taxes 

 JANUARY 31ST  2023– 4TH quarter 2022 payroll tax reports due  
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